This book is a case study of the way in which the writing of history was affected by a systematic concept. The case focuses on those who wrote medical history, and the specific systematic thinking that caused changes took the form of the idea of profession. The case study is cast as a narrative that reaches back to the late seventeenth century, when a tradition of medical history began to develop. I then proceed to show what happened to that tradition in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries-and particularly the twentieth century.
Introduction
In moving professionals into the spotlight, historians treated medicine as the model profession.3 For this reason, much medical history of the late twentieth century was being written by general historians as well as by specialists in the field.
Such sudden attention from general historians came as a surprise to specialists in medical history. They of course were delighted that others had finally discovered what had long appeared to be a well-kept secret, namely, that within the realm of scholarship, medical history was the most fascinating subject of all. But traditional medical historians also found themselves a bit overwhelmed, for the new votaries of the subject accelerated the ingress of new emphases and new ways of viewing the history of medicine.
One reason for medical historians' disquiet in the late twentieth century was the work of a group of social critics (including some historians) who called attention to what they designated the medicalization of modem society-and they deplored it. For these critics, the profession of medicine represented, not knowledge and healing and even civilization itself, but power-meaning political power, not the power of medical expertise and technology. To make their point, these critics focused on the ways in which professionals functioned in society. So effective and pervasive was this critical focus that by 1991, sociologist Andrew Abbott could observe that it was ironic that scholars had reached such a stage that they could find "the structural form of professions ... more interesting than the work they do".4
These late twentieth-century perspectives represented a change from those of earlier historians of medicine. Generations of historians of medicine had written about medical knowledge and also about the body of practitioners who identified themselves as the medical profession. The historians' writings had aggregated into a growing body of literature that by consensus constituted the history of medicine. Within that historical tradition, the idea of profession assumed only a small place. But 
it grew.5
The Development of an Idea of Profession in Medical History Profession, as it turns out, is a phenomenon that can be understood and appreciated fully only when set in the whole history of the writing of medical history. For this reason, I take note of the way in which medical history of the past differed from the current writing of medical history-not to suggest that predecessors were in any way inferior, but to explain that our predecessors had priorities different from those of later writers. This book may therefore interest medical historians who have an interest in their craft, even though my concern is those who, in their everyday scholarship, even without intending to, run across the phenomenon of profession.
Introduction
It should also be recognized that, as a case study of how scholarship can go in one direction or another, the story recounted here is potentially of concern to anyone trying to write history-beyond the direct interest of general social historians and historians of professions other than medicine. The particular pattern in the way medical historians learned about and resisted a particular concept illuminates the general historical process of change and innovation in ideas. Those with expertise in any historical field, including the history of medicine, will be able to adduce further examples of the phenomena that I shall be describing.
I recognize that other scholars, non-historians, might also benefit from hearing about the experience of medical historians who had to grapple with the appearance of the concept of profession. Yet my account is not intended for specialists in the theory or sociology of the medical profession or of some other profession, however instructive those scholars might find the historical record that will appear below. I In pursuing the answer to this question, it is necessary to describe the main streams that emerged in, and persisted or faded from, the medical history matrix in which the history of the medical profession appeared. Beyond the immediate intellectual matrix, many medical historians were of course aware of, and interested in, the work of their colleagues who were not particularly medical historians but who took up the subject of the history of professions. And, beginning in the mid-twentieth century, medical historians also became aware of the work of another group of scholars who were relatively new on the scene, the sociologists, both sociologists of medicine and sociologists who studied occupations.
These, then, are the three groups who figure importantly in this history: historians of professions, sociologists of professions, and, as the major characters, medical historians.
I define as medical historians those who published works about the history of medicine. To draw more precise boundaries or make complicated distinctions among works about the past of medicine would make my task impossible. After all, any scholar doing a Introduction literature search has to take into account every work on his or her subject, whether or not the author was a full-time scholar in that field. So in this narrative, medical historians are those who published medical history, even if they also published on other subjects.8
This definition reflects the fact that scholarly writers have always been able to write in more than one field and hold more than one "identity", just as Arthur Conan Doyle, the medical professional who wrote about Sherlock Holmes, was a bona fide author of works of fiction as well as a physician. Being a medical historian was an identity that a person could take on, and abandon-but while functioning as a medical historian, he or she partook in an endeavour that was definable, and he or she for at least a time was, for better or worse, a historian of medicine.
But this operational definition also reflects another special character of medical historians of the twentieth century, which will be alluded to again below: the openness of physicians, who for so long monopolized interest in the subject of the history of medicine, to other scholars who began to come into the field. Those of us who were not MDs and therefore not part of the well-established medical community were continually amazed by the welcome we received from an otherwise tightly exclusionary group-just as long as we took an interest in and wrote about some aspect of medical history. It may have been because the medical profession per se was so well established that this openness was possible. Whatever the reason, the pattern common then to accept all writers on any aspect of medical history necessarily shapes the pragmatic definition of the chief characters on which my narrative focuses.
Establishing a Narrative
A major goal of this book is, therefore, simply to establish a narrative of how medical historians used the idea of profession. I invite the reader to share my experience in trying to understand this experience of historians of medicine in the past. Implicit in the narrative, as I have suggested, is the question of how any historian of medicine (indeed, any historian) might benefit from the experience of earlier writers and thinkers who confronted the subject-or any aspect of the subject, such as professional autonomy, expertise, ethics, and relations with patients and other physicians.9
In tracing the idea of profession, it becomes clear that changes in meaning reflected more than a narrow internal history of ideas. As will be remarked later, the idea involved physicians' struggles for recognition within their societies. The term came also to involve the whole idea of progress, particularly in the guise of modernization theory. For the most part, meanings were added. Few dropped out, although emphases changed.
When the historian Burton J. Bledstein reviewed the status of the idea of profession in 1985, he concluded that it involved numerous "cultural ambiguities"-in part because time did add so many meanings. But few people, Bledstein found, doubted the importance of the idea of profession. Already by the mid-1980s, he reported, there were 250 books on the subject of profession, including "professional imperialism in the Third World, and a professional guide for living with children". He even found a 1910 book on The Professional Aunt.10 What I propose, then, is to describe the way in which this important concept and the history of the medical profession itself became a traditional subject for historians of medicine and for a variety of other scholars. I do not intend to review the history of the history of medicine as such, but in order to do my job, I shall be recalling to my audience, by way of background, much that is already familiar.
Indeed, the core of the sample upon which the first part of my narrative is based consists of the well-known Garrison-Morton listings under medical history.1' And my hope is to mention a variety of both better-known and less-known works and writers to give my narrative substance and markers-but not to make this work an exhaustive catalogue: many more works, the existence of which I hope to suggest but not describe, could be mentioned.
I shall often name writers who carried and exemplified the ideas to which the narrative is devoted. I do this not to suggest that the history of medicine is best conceived as a series of biographies (the irony of this will soon become evident) but simply to make clear that real, palpable scholars did actually express ideas about profession. For many readers, in fact, the names will serve as familiar points of reference, and so I have gone ahead and mentioned the names, even if it may suggest a kind of history that is not intended. Many writers who are mentioned more than once-sometimes landmarks but usually because they are exemplary of one point or another-are identified with conventional birth and (where appropriate) death dates.'2
To obviate the need for a bibliography, the index includes entries for authors cited in the notes.
The Ubiquity of the Idea of Profession Most medical historians working with primary sources have run across references to the profession of medicine. The word profession is found with varying frequency in all of the published records of Western medicine from medieval times to the present.
All of the European languages have equivalent expressions for "profession". Other languages do not. After failing to find an appropriate Japanese expression for the concept, 12 I hope that it is not necessary to point out that where a figure is incidental in my narrative, it may be of interest to other historians pursuing one course of research or another to see where that particular figure may fit into the history of the idea of profession. One of my readers warned me against the "encyclopedic coverage" of authors, "always doomed to omit and offend those left out". In fact, I have not mentioned many leading historians of medicine, usually because their writings were not relevant to the narrative or because someone else, for one reason or another, served to make a general point. My coverage of scholars, I emphasize, is for purposes of illustration and the sense of authenticity that instances convey. Nevertheless I also am aware that even the essay that constitutes this book may serve an occasional scholar as a reference tool, and I think it is useful to leave tracks for the reader in case he or she wishes to follow up some point or other; this is a courtesy that mentioning authors can accomplish in part. 16 As the concept developed over the centuries, sometimes the term used was "learned profession", to distinguish special occupational groups from ordinary callings. One of the German words, Beruf, can mean calling more literally than do other terms, and it may be closer to the Latin-based word, "vocation", which also refers to a calling-as opposed to Introduction the more neutral "occupation". In the early history of the church, one was called to a religious vocation, and one responded by professing it.
The term was related at different times not only to calling but to the idea of expertise and, concurrently, to the idea of public declaration and teaching.'7 Ultimately, then, the term came commonly to have two connotations. The first was that of a learned and high-status calling, practised by someone who was, or aspired to be, "a gentleman".'8 The second was carried in the English word, "profess", which suggested declaration and the responsibility to teach.
As will be noted, however, from ancient times, medical and other writers on occasion referred to the medical profession as abstract expertise. For a long time, therefore, writers made the idea an abstraction so that profession referred to the teachings that were professed. In a second, but closely connected, usage, it was also possible to term experts in healing who embodied the expertise as members of a profession. This embodied version of expertise became the more common idea by the nineteenth century.
Despite this modem usage, generations of writers continued to use "profession" to refer to a body of knowledge. Classically educated physicians liked to cite Celsus, who in one passage reviewed the writings on medicine up to his own time (thus constituting himself a forerunner of medical historians). Celsus there distinguished the special knowledge that characterized medicine. In doing so, he repeatedly used the term "profession" and related terms to show that medicine was an inherited body of knowledge that practitioners followed and professed-that which was professed. Hence in the classical tradition, well known in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, medical profession had a fundamental meaning: the teachings upon which the practice of medicine depended.'9
As the classical tradition waned in the nineteenth century, medical historians turned the idea of expertise and the body of experts in medicine into medical practice-a practice that was based on the growing body of medical knowledge, eventually and particularly including discoveries in scientific medicine. Slowly, therefore, the idea of expertise became only one element in the common conception of profession. Curiously enough, Yet-as recent social and even political historians have suggested-the identity of professional, as part of a significant and influential social aggregation, took on important historical and social meanings. Around such a social collectivity of physicians, a number of ideas developed. It is those meanings and ideas, so important in very modem discussions, and the accompanying spirit of what came to be called professionalism, that I particularly wish to trace in the writings of medical historians who used the idea and term, "profession".
Indeed, in 1983, the Canadian medical historian, S. E. D. Shortt, had come to believe that "the historian's definition of professionalization ... is at present best left deliberately vague". Symptomatic of the change that was taking place then (see Chapter 5, below), he concluded that a measure of vagueness did not make the idea less useful to historians. 22 It is true that, over the years, particularly in the nineteenth century, many scholars in fact viewed as a distraction, to be ignored, any allusion to profession in a collective social sense. Eventually, however, a few historians of medicine did take note of the idea, and by the 1990s, writers were using the modem concept of profession routinely: a profession was a group of people who functioned as a social entity.23
Roots in the History of Medicine This book is, then, about roots. It is, as I have noted, at least partly a presentist search for origins. But the author takes on two additional responsibilities: to suggest where research on the idea of profession may lead in the future, and to suggest perspectives and conclusions that may come out of the narrative-the moral to the story.
Writing of the history of professions in general, in 1990 Geoffrey Cocks and Konrad H. In general, the work of medical historians conformed to those three waves in the history of all professions. But, as I shall be explaining, the history of the medical profession had origins before the first wave even was in place, and my narrative, which follows below, therefore falls naturally into five different periods of change, each represented by a chapter.
In the first period, from the beginnings of the history of medicine as such in the 1690s, until about 1900, the basic patterns came into place: historians emphasized individual authorities from the past who wrote about the medical knowledge of their times and then, by the late nineteenth century, individual innovators in medical science and practice. In this period, only occasionally did a historian take up professional issues (typically the professional autonomy, expertise, ethics, and relations with patients and other physicians mentioned above), and in such cases, the history reflected specific contemporary concerns of physicians at that time.
By the early twentieth century (Chapter 2), the pattern of great doctors and great ideas was even more firmly in place in the work of medical historians. But then two streams of social history began slowly to infiltrate the field. One focused on themes of social epidemiology and the distribution of health care. The other stream brought with it interest in physicians as professionals but, as yet, only a few accounts of the professional existence of physicians. Meantime (Chapter 3), as medical history flourished in the middle of the twentieth century, a whole new area of knowledge appeared: the sociology of professions. A few general historians of professions appeared who used these new insights, along with other perspectives from the social sciences. Yet medical historians did not do so-for almost a generation. Another chapter therefore describes what happened when medical historians in one tradition of social history finally began incorporating the work of sociologists-along with other new kinds of thinking that began appearing in the last decades of the twentieth century.26
The narrative concludes with a description of the establishment of a flourishing field in the history of professions in general and the history of the medical profession in particular.
Introduction Indeed, the historians of medicine ended up emancipated from the leadership of sociology and, with the help of other historians, in charge of a field that was sustaining itself. By the 1990s, in short, scholars had raised many questions about the history of the medical profession even as the boundaries of the field of medical history weakened and the subject matter of profession became more important than the particular identification or focus of the historian who wrote about it.
Why was the idea of profession so special to historians of medicine? The conclusion explores the extent to which the historical record of generations of medical historians can answer that question. At least a beginning can be made by pointing out that the concern of medical historians with the profession of medicine brought special and unique agendas into their writings. And the category of profession was not just another part of social history but a subject properly examined in and of itself.
Clearly, the place of the idea of profession in medical history did change. At first, using the idea functioned as part of the professionalizing process in medicine. The concept came, however, to assist historians as they attempted to gain an enlightening external view of the social processes within which medicine was operating. The first historians were physicians who tried to use the authority of science and then later the symbolism of discovery in science to legitimate their own process of professionalization-particularly at a time when physicians were struggling for authority, even in such institutions as hospitals. Later historical writers, both physicians and non-physician historians, turned away from using the history of medicine as part of the professionalization process. Instead, they were seeking both enlightening perspective and conceptual tools that would help them understand the place of physicians in a highly medicalized society.
Except for a few notes, I have not attempted to deal with special cases, particularly those generated by psychiatrists. The identity of members of that speciality as professionals has a long history. Moreover, their professional status itself has been the target of a whole tradition of anti-psychiatric and ultimately anti-medical attacks that are better treated in a separate place.27
It is only fair to observe, in addition, that this focused account of an idea in a narrow scholarly field provides an instrument with which to illuminate historiographical issues at the end of the twentieth century. In a time when historical understanding in general has become a matter of public as well as scholarly contention, the experience of medical historians with an organizing concept provides enlightening perspectives for writers as they try to learn how to frame ideas about the past.
